
Gunnebo Industries is proud to present its new lifting point range with increased working load limits. The 
range consists of four types that have been developed to offer a solution for every lifting 
application. With the Gunnebo Industries lifting point range the most suitable lifting point can be provi-
ded for every lifting operation; when versatility is needed, narrow spaces is a fact, ball-bearing is required, 
or when a quick and easy on-hooking is important.

The Gunnebo Industries lifting point range provide complete solutions developed for every lifting and 
rigging operation, enabling improved operational efficiency. Choosing the right lifting point for an opera-
tion can be a challenge; most lifting points can be used for several purposes. Gunnebo 
Industries has developed four lifting points that provide a solution for every lifting application. The range 
includes the Rotating Lifting Point, the Rotating Eye Lifting Point, the De-centered Lifting Point and the 
Ball-bearing Lifting Point - all available in sizes up to M48.
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Lifting Point Range for every lifting and rigging operation



The Rotating Lifting Point (RLP) has been in Gunnebo Industries’ range for many years and has now been 
improved with higher working load limits and a new design. The forged RLP bow rotates 360° and pivots 
180°, making it strong, flexible and reliable. The RLP has an open D-ring to enable assembly of round-
slings, master links or hooks directly to the lifting point. To disassembly the RLP is easy - fold the D-ring 
forward and push down to de-attach it from the housing. This makes it possible to inspect all parts as well 
as replacing the bolt with a long bolt version if needed. The hexagon bolt makes it easy to mount and 
dismount the RLP with a wrench. - From June 2017, the RLP will be available with a long bolt. The long 
bolt is supplied with nut and washer.

The Rotating Eye Lifting Point (RELP) is a compact and robust lifting point, ideal for top-mounting and 
when a quick and easy on-hooking is important. The bolt has a hexagon socket which makes it easy to 
mount and dismount. The RELP automatically adjust to the loading direction which decreases the risk to 
load it incorrectly and endangering the lifting operation. For sensitive load surfaces the RELP is ideal, as 
the connecting sling hook will be positioned mainly parallel to the load surface; completely avoiding the 
hook to cause damage on the load.

The compact design of the De-centered Lifting Point (DLP) makes it ideal in narrow spaces such as cor-
ners and edge positions. The DLP is designed to make the link fold over the housing, allowing the lifting 
point to be almost completely stowed away when not in use. The closed, oblong link is also equipped 
with a “stay-up”-function for easy on-hooking, especially in limited spaces. This saves both the load from 
damage due to impact from hooks, as well as making rigging fast and easy. Thanks to the “stay-up”-func-
tion the DLP does not generate disturbing noises when attached to vibrating 
machines or vehicles. - From June 2017, the DLP will be available with a long bolt. The long bolt is 
supplied with nut and washer.

The Ball-bearing Lifting Point (BLP) is a very versatile lifting point and can be used for most applications. 
The housing of the BLP is in-house drop-forged for increased strength and has a hexagon shape for easy 
mounting and dismounting. The ball-bearings in the BLP allow the load to be rotated during the lift, 
which is especially good when maintenance is needed on heavy tools and other types of equipment. If the 
load surface is sensitive to impacts or scratches, the BLP is a good choice as it builds out from the load 
preventing the lifting equipment to cause damage. The added distance between ring and load makes the 
BLP an excellent choice for press tools, allowing tools to be turned and tilted.

As with all Gunnebo Industries products, each lifting point is proof loaded to 2.5 times the working load 
limit and visually inspected. This is by far the safest method to reassure the customer that there are no 
faults such as sub-surface cracks, material faults or heat treatment irregularities, which would be hard to 
detect otherwise.

Gunnebo Industries is global leader in innovating, developing, manufacturing and selling products 
for material handling and other related applications. The company has production facilities located in 
Sweden, Norway, and the USA where products such as blocks, chain, sheaves, components for chain- and 
wire rope slings, lifting points, and shackles are manufactured. With 10 sales offices covering every conti-
nent, as well as partners and distributors in additional 50 countries, products are made available wherever 
in the world they are needed. The quality of Gunnebo Industries’ products and expertise ensures safe and 
efficient operations, every time, in every situation.

For more information about the Gunnebo Industries Lifting Point Range please contact:

Claes Sörebo, Product and Marketing Manager at Gunnebo Industries.   
E-mail: claes.sorebo@gunneboindustries.com
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